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Fascination Space & Nature

Hello !
If you’re reading these lines, you’re looking for support to discover the main features
of Pixinsight. As a Photoshop user, I had a little trouble getting used to Pixinsight. The
latter is a real tool dedicated exclusively to astrophotography. At first sight, the interface
is confusing for the novice but with a little experience, it brings a real gain on the quality
of our images. This presentation is not intended to be a reference but simply a possible
processing method among many others ... This tool is intended to be a guide to help you
save time in the approach of Pixinsight.
All photos are not of good quality to show you the undeniable advantages of this software. Imagine the result with superb photos with autoguiding...
Have a nice reading!
Nicolas

NGC 6995					Page 4
CAMERA : ATIK HORIZON 2
20 x 90s - FILTER : IDAS NB1 (narrow bands)
WITHOUT AUTOGUIDING - WITHOUT DOF

NGC 281					Page 44
CAMERA : ATIK 460EX Mono
60 x 60s - FILTER : BAADER Ha 7nm
WITHOUT AUTOGUIDING - WITHOUT DOF		

M66 Group					Page 54
CAMERA : ASI 294MC
20 x 300s - FILTER : WITHOUT FILTER
WITH AUTOGUIDING - WITHOUT DOF

Iris Nebula - NGC 7023 			
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Iris Nebula NGC 7023			
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Pickering Triangle NGC 6979		

Page 109

Pre-processing & processing
CAMERA : ATIK 460EX 40 x 180s
FILTRE : IDAS NBZ (filter not adapted to this target)
WITH AUTOGUIDING - WITH DARK, FLAT and DARK FLAT

Fast preprocessing : Weighted Batch Preprocessing
CAMERA : ATIK 460EX 40 x 180s
FILTER : IDAS NBZ (filter not adapted to this target)
WITH AUTOGUIDING - WITH OFFSET, DARK, FLAT and DARK FLAT
Hubble processing and colors
CAMERA : ATIK HORIZON 2 - 40 x 180s
FILTER : IDAS NBZ
WITH AUTOGUIDING
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OBJECT : NGC 6995
CAMERA : ATIK HORIZON 2
20 x 90s
FILTER : IDAS NB1 (narrow bands)
WITHOUT AUTOGUIDING
WITHOUT DOF

PIXINSIGHT

Pixinsight is not «magic»
because it will not correct
tracking, colli- mation or
short exposure times... but
it will definitely improve
your photo. Let’s discover
together interface of this
software.

Myimage

Active process

On my image, I can visualize
it in large or small size or in
real size to observe in detail....
Maximum size on my screen
Small size on my screen
Actual size of my image

Maximum size on my screen
Small size on my screen
Actual size of my image

The active process is presented in the form of a window with tabs.
There are 2 ways to apply
this process to an image:
- Drag the triangle on an
image
- Click on the square to apply
on active image.

Set to default values
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Inactive process

Pixinsight is a powerful tool
dedicated to astrophotographic processing. Here I will
present this tool for processing a color photo (CMOS).

PIXINSIGHT VIEW
Process can be pinned on
the right side of the screen,
which makes it easier to find
them and also to determine a
precise order of treatment...
To open the process window,
I click on:

To reduce process, I click on:

To open an image, click on:

To manage masks (hide, view,
select or delete):

To create a preview of a part
of an image (matches to the
green square):

Menu where you can find
all the process useful for
pre-treatment, treatment,
cosmetic...

To get a very good final photo, it is important to select
the best photos of shooting.
For this, I will make a first
visual selection with the tool
PROCESS / Blink

This tool is a kind of photo
viewer... To select my photos,
I click on:

Once the photos are integrated, you can use arrows
to manually check if a photo
contains satellite tracks or a
cloudy passage:

For a large number of photos, I can do an automatic
playback every half second
and launch animation:

If I have a photo that I don’t
want to keep, I can move it to
another folder (e.g.
another folder (for example
« wastebasket «) by clicking
on:
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SELECT THE BEST PHOTOS
After a first visual selection,
it is possible to select the
photos in a more rational
way thanks to Process /
SubframeSelector
You must add images to study by clicking on:

First, to measure our photos,
we choose :
Routine : Measure Subframes
Then, we must indicate some
information in «System Parameters» in the
«Subframe scale» that can
be calculated here: https://
astrofolio.com/sample- nageand-visual-field/
Just enter the focal length of
the instrument (mm) and the
size of a pixel (µm).
Then, you can launch the
process by clicking on:

After a few seconds of analysis (depending on the number of photos), we get a new
window with a graph...

In the table, I have the list
of my photos. In the graph
below, I have the FWHM
measurement of my photos.
More it’ s low, more the stars
will be sharp and small.
This is where I select the
photo with the lowest FWHM
because it will serve as a
reference photo for the alignment... (Here is photo 1).
Now, I will delete the photos
where FWHM is bad and therefore where it is highest.
To do this, in the graph, just
click on the points (corresponding to the photos) that
I do not want to keep in the
processing. You will notice
that the points turn into
crosses...
Finally, I can save the « best «
pictures. I switch to Routine
mode: Output Subframes.

In the «Output Files» zone, I
indicate the directory where
my « best « photos will be
saved. Then, I validate by
clicking on :
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DEBAYER PHOTOS
I will open my reference photo on Pixinsight. It appears
very black and it’s normal.

In order for my photo to be
visible, I will use Process /
ScreenTransferFunction
This tool simply allows you
to view the photo without
changing the pixels.

By clicking on the following
icon, I get a visible image in
black and white:

Now, our objective is to give
back color to our photos...
For this, I will use Process /
Debayer

In this window, there are
some elements to change so
that the process works and
debays all our photos...

The sensor is a CMOS colors
thus with a matrix of type
RGGB (2 times green).
For that, we change «Bayer/
mosaic pattern» in «RGGB».

We are not going to debayer
only one photo but all. For
that, I click on «Add Files» in
«Target Images».

Finally, I will indicate an
output directory for these
scanned photos by adding
a prefix or suffix to the file
name (optional) in «Output
Files».
Then we can launch the process by clicking on:
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ALIGN PHOTOS
Now that the photos are all
in color, we can move on to
the alignment step.
For this, we will use process /
StarAlignment
Some elements are to be
filled as : «Reference image»
: it’s the reference image and
the best one of your series:
«Reference image» : this is
the reference image and the
best one of your series of
photos...

«Target Images»: the set of
photos to be aligned.

In the «Output Images» tab,
you indicate the directory
where the photos will be
deposited after alignment.

There is no standard configuration because it depends on
the photo but you can «play»
on some settings to optimize
the alignment.
«Detection scales : I keep
value of 5.
«Noise scales» : I indicate a
value of 1. More we increase
it, more the noise pixels will
not be considered as stars.
«Hot pixel removal»: I set the
value to 1 and not to 0 because I don’t want a hot pixel
to be considered as a star...

«Log sensitivity» : I indicate
-1.50. More the number
decreases, more I can detect
small stars.
Now, I can align :

STACK PHOTOS
Now we’ll stack all photos
together to form one!
I will use process /
ImageIntegration

I will add my aligned photos
by clicking on «Add Files».
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I complete the «Image Integration» tab:
Combination : Average
Normalization : Additive with
scaling
Generate integrated image
Evaluate noise Automatic
buffer sizes

I complete the tab «Pixel
Rejection (1):
Rejection algorithm depends
on number of photos: « Sigma clipping» or «Ave- raged
Sigma Clipping» «for 10 or
20 photos (to test on your
photos)
«Winsorized Sigma
Clip- ping» for more photos..
I check in particular «Clip low
pixels, clip high pixels, clip
low range, Map range rejection»...
I complete the tab «Pixel
Rejection (2)»:
«Sigma low»: 5
«Sigma high»: 3
I start the stacking by clicking
on :

I will get a very dark photo.
To better see the result of the
stacking of photos, I will user
process / ScreenTransferFunction and click on :

My photo appears well in
color but with a strong green
dominance. This is normal...

My image is not well centred
(bad framing) so I am going
to remove not only the borders of my image because
they are very dark but also
a large part of the upper left
area.

To crop my picture, I will use
the process / DynamicCrop
Just draw the new rectangle
on the photo to crop image.

To apply the crop, just click
on :
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I will give my photo a more
natural color and in a linear way with the process /
ScreenTransferFunction and
click on :
then

I get an image with fairly
balanced colors (filter IDAS
NB1).

Looking closer, I notice in
the background of the sky a
gradient and a strong red on
the right of the picture...

To reduce or even eliminate
this unsightly gradient, I will
use the process / DynamicBackgroundExtraction

I always use this DBE process
for nebulae because you can
place the reference points
manually.
Note : Process / AutomaticBackgroundExtraction
corresponds more to a
treatment with galaxies for
example...

The DBE window is quite
simple. Some points are to
be modified according to the
picture :
«Default sample radius» :
corresponds to the size of
the sampling zones...
If I have a high star density,
then I decrease the size.
«Sample per row» : maximum number of sample
areas per row. We indicate
the number and then click
on «Generate». We obtain
points on the image that we
can move by simple movement...
Note : I prefer to place manually all my own zones so do
not click on
«Generate»...
«Sample color» : color of the
sample zones, I indicate a
visible «pink»...
«Correction» : Substraction I
check «Normalize» and «Replace target image.
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You can clearly see the
sampling areas that I have
indicated on the photo. They
are marked by small pink
squares...
To start the process, I click
on :

A large part of gradient has
disappeared but there is still
a small red area on the right
side of the image...

I repeat the process a second
time by clicking on:

My gradient is almost completely erased. If necessary,
I repeat the operation or I
apply an ABE, being careful
not to lose any signal... In my
case, I apply an ABE to finalize the whole.

Now I’m going to make the
sky background more neutral, i.e. as close as possible
to a neutral gray. For this
purpose,
we automatically equalize
the color curves.
We use process / Color- Calibration / BackgroundNeutralization
Two important points to specify in this window:
- «Reference image» corresponds to a «preview» of your
sky background in the photo.
To do this, we create a
«preview», we look for the
darkest part of the sky background in our photo...
To create a «preview», click
on this icon:

Then, we indicate it in «Reference image».

Next, set the «Upper limit»
value. With the mouse
pointer, we point to a dark
area of the sky background
and read the highest value at
the bottom of the program...
We will then take the value
higher than the maximum
read is 0.09
We apply this process by
clicking on:
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The resulting image is very
dark or colored. Just click in
the process / ScreenTransferFunction on icon :
then
The difference is small but
real. Our sky background is
more neutral on average.
Photo BEFORE / AFTER

After making the sky background neutral, we will
calibrate the colors of the
photo. For this we use the
process / ColorCalibration /
/ ColorCalibration
For the color calibration to be
carried out, you must indicate 2 reference images to
Pixinsight.
White reference :
«Reference image» is a preview of a dark area of the sky
background using the icon:

Background Reference :
«Reference image» is a preview of a «preview of a bright
colored area of a galaxy or
nebula using icon:

I also check «Structure Detection».

On this picture, we can clearly see the 2 «previews»:
- Preview 1» : Clear area of
nebula.
- Previex 2» : Dark area of sky
background.
On lance le process en cliquant sur l’icône :

On the picture on the right,
you can see the interest of
process / ColorCalibration

A tool that sometimes helps
me to remove a star or a
defect... This is the process /
CloneStamp
You just have to do Ctrl +
left mouse click to select the
area to copy. Then, place the
mouse where the «paste»
will be applied.
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Star has been erased in this
case.

Now, I’m going to realize
an important step, it’s the
histogram rise. The goal is
to spread the light in many
shades to reveal the weakest
lights. For this, we use our
photo where we will remove
the light processed linearly.
We use the process /
ScreenTransferFunction où
l’on clique sur :

Before making the histogram
manually, I use process /
AutoHistogram

In this window, I will just
indicate «Stretch method» :
Logarithm Transfor- mation.
Then I launch the process:

I get an image with a weak
visualization of my object. I
am done with this process.

I’m going to make a manual
histogram scaling with process / HistogramTransformation
Thanks to the previous
process, I get a well readable
graphic that is not stuck on
the left. Thus, it is easier to
manage the black color.

It’ s quite simple. I will take
the black slider and position
it at the base of my left side
curve.
With the gray slider (the
middle one), I will also approach the base of the curve
on the right side (without
getting too close to it).

Then I launch the process
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I get a clearer image with
many shades. The graphic is
also more ample.

In general, I repeat this operation 1 or 2 times. It’ s up to
each one to decide, but the
object must not be too bright
nor the sky background...
To do this, I set the previous
settings to 0 by clicking on :

After a 3rd histogram rise, I
get this image...
Next step: saturate the colors
of the nebula. For this, we
can easily create a mask of
the object on Photoshop.
On Pixinsight, the creation
of the mask object is difficult
to achieve if there is little
contrast and a noisy image.
First, I will export my photo
from Pixinsight as a TIFF that
can be used in Photoshop.
In the format, I select 16-bit.

I open the TIFF file in Photoshop. I create a new layer:
Layer / New / Layer
I get a new layer above the
photo.

I select the Lasso tool.

I will draw with the lasso the
approximate outline of the
nebula. I get a dotted selection.
As it will be a mask, I will fill
this area with white: Edit / Fill
/ Fill with white.

Now I will invert the selection: Selection / Invert.
I will fill this area with black:
Edit / Fill / Fill with black.
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To make the treatment
smoother, I will apply a blur :
Filter / Blur / Gaussian blur
For a smooth transition,
we indicate a radius of 100
pixels.
I save the resulting image
and open it in Pixinsight.

You can find on Pixinsight the
photo of the nebula and the
image of the mask.
As a reminder: the white area
of the mask can be treated
by processes while the black
area is protected.
To apply the mask, I will drag
the tab
To apply the mask, I will
drag the «mask object» tab
just below the photo tab.
Thus the mask is applied. To
check it, the tab of the photo
changes color...
I get my photo with my mask
in red.
If you can’t see the mask, it
means that the visualization
is not activated. In this case,
you activate it in the menu
«Mask» : «Show Mask».

In order to see the color
saturation of the nebula, we
make the mask invisible by
clicking on : Mask / Show
Mask
We’ll open the process /
ColorSaturation

In this field, you can either:
- Saturate all the colors by
raising the color bar (select
the point on the left of the
line and raise it so that the
whole line rises).
- Or place points on the line
by clicking on them where
you want to saturate specific colors. Then you have to
move the targeted points up.

To start the process, click on
the icon:

Repeat the operation as
many times as you like,
always making sure that the
color does not saturate and
that the image is as natural
as possible...
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The next step is to enhance
the sharpness of the nebula.
For this, we use the process /
UnsharpMask
This process is interesting to
reveal details of a nebula for
example. However, forcing
this process will result in a lot
of noise.
To do this, we use only the
second slider, which we
place on the far left, and we
choose a value of 0.30 for
example.
To start the process, click on
the icon :

This can be repeated several
times as long as the noise remains almost imperceptible.

Next step: make the sky background as smooth as possible
or as little noisy as possible
without touching the object
or the stars. As seen previously, we already have a
mask of the object against.
We will make a mask of stars
of the photo. In reality, we
often make at least 2 because
Pixinsight does not know
how to «capture» all the sizes
of stars at the same time...

First of all we will reduce
the object mask window by
clicking on :

To create a star mask, we will
use the process / StarMask
Let’s start a first mask for the
small stars.
In general, I keep these criteria for the photos:
Scale : 5
Large-scale : 2
Small-scale : 1
Compensation : 2
Smoothness : 12
Important criteria is the
management of the stars in
relation to the noise.
So in my case I am at 0.40 for
the «Noise Threshold» for a
correct result.
More image is noisy, more
it will be necessary to move
this slider to the right.
We launch the process by
clicking on:

Note : to go faster, I can
create a preview by clicking
on icon:

Here is my little stars mask...
I click twice on the tab of
its name and I rename it «
Small_Stars »
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I reduce this mask of small
stars by clicking on :

Now, the 2nd mask for the
medium stars is made.
In the StarMax process, it
will suffice to pull to the right
far enough the «Midtones»
slider, which for my photo is
0.97 (but never 1).
This will allow to select the
medium size stars.
We launch the process by
clicking on :

We obtain a 2nd mask with
the medium stars.
I rename this mask to
« Medium_stars «.

So we have 3 masks :
- Mask of object
- Mask small stars
- Mask medium stars
We will group these 3 masks
to make only one!
For this, we will use the process / PixelMath
We open the Pixel- Math
window and click on «Expression Editor». We drag a
first mask to the left window
AND between each mask, we
put a «+».
Validate with an «OK».

Under «Destination» tab,
check «Create new image».
We launch the process by
clicking on:

We now have a unique mask!
We will apply this mask to
the photo.
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We put this mask on the photo. ATTENTION: Red means
the protected area, but we
want to soften the sky background...

In this case, just pour the
mask: Mask / Invert Mask
To facilitate the treatment of
sky background, it’ s better
not to see this «red».
To do this, we hide the mask:
Mask / Show Mask

The denoising of sky background can begin. We will
use the process / TGVDenoise
Either I work with a
«preview» or I zoom on sky
background.
In the TGVDenoise view, I
move the «Strenght» slider
to the right. In this case, we
are around 8.
Then I launch 1 or more
times the process by clicking:

This process allowed to
smooth our sky background
while keeping the details of
nebula.
This photo shows the sky
background before AND after
treatment...

The picture is quite good. To
further improve it, we will
calibrate the color by photometry. For this, we use the
process / PhotometricColorCalibration
This tool is powerful because
it will correct our colorimetry
errors on the photo.
For this, some fields to fill in:
- The coordinates of image
to be filled manually with the
site astrometry.net or automatically by clicking on
«Search Coordinates».
- The focal (in mm) and the
pixel size of the sensor (in
µm)
- Check «Force plate solving».
Start the process by clicking
on:

We obtain a series of graphs
on the colorimetric modifications...
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With this process, a photo is
obtained as close as possible
to the standard color, which
allows an objective color
correction.

With Pixinsight, it’ s possible to correct small optical
errors... Thus we will have
more fine details and sharper stars. We use process /
Deconvolution
In order to work, it is necessary to create a medium star
of our photo in order to correct the whole. We use the
process / DynamicPSF
Once screen is open, I will
click in my photo on about
twenty (or more) stars well
distributed without choosing
those that are close to the
edge.
In the table on the right, each
selected star will show its
specificities... If a star has a
non-standard FWHM, it must
be deleted by clicking on its
line and then pressing:

Once the selection is finished, we will create an average synthetic star.
To do this, click on.

And I get my reference PSF.
I can close the DynamicPSF
window.

I will open the process / Deconvolution
Some points to realize:
- We click on «External PSF»
and load the PSF photo made
just before.
- We can play on a very low
«Iterations» for a softer
effect.
- Target» : «Luminance» even
if it is a color photo.
- I check «Deringing» and I
push the slider a little
«Global dark» (here 0.20) to
remove artifacts.
I can launch the process by
clicking on :
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The process brings many advantages: rounder, finer and
sharper stars, details that are
revealed in the nebula...
Correction works!
BEFORE / AFTER

Next step : a star reduction !
We start by making a star
mask with the process /
StarNet
Before using this process, you
must install Starnet via this
page : https://sourceforge.
net/projects/starnet/
We obtain a directory with
files...

We open the StarNet process
and we will just indicate the
access paths of the
.pb files
I check «Create star Mask» to
get the star mask...

To get my mask, I launch the
process:

I get the mask (right) and my
photo without stars (left).
For the latter, I want to keep
my stars so I select my photo
and I cancel the last action by
clicking on:

To make the treatment more
gentle and natural, I will increase the perimeter of stars
in the mask using the process
/ HistogramTransformation
In this process, I’ll just take
the gray slider, push it slightly
to the left, and slightly bump
the curve. Then I apply by
clicking on :

I get larger stars...
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I slide the mask tab just
below the photo tab. Immediately, I see that the sky
background and the nebula
are protected.

I make the mask invisible to
better visualize the following
treatment in Mask / Show
Mask

Now we move on to the star
reduction using the process/
MorphologicalTransformation
In this window, some points :
«Operator» : Morphological
Selection
«Interlacing» and «Iterations» : 1 (to go smoothly)
«Amount» : 0.50 (a not too
strong treatment)
«Selection» : 0.25 (for a soft
erosion of star)
«Size» : 5 and I click that the
shape of a star:

I launch the process:

We obtain much finer stars
highlighting the object better...

We are going to annotate our
photo with the platesolving
in Pixinsight.
We will use the Script / Image
Analysis / ImageSolver

Some precisions to make it
work:
You must indicate the coordinates of the object in the
image. For this, I use the
button : «Search» button.
I also indicate the focal length of my instrument and the
size of a pixel of my camera.
I launch the script by clicking
on OK.
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Once the script is finished,
it is possible to annotate the
photo. For this, I will use the
Script / Render / AnnotateImage
Just click on what you want
to appear in the annotated
photo
NGC, Messier, stars...

For a better visibility, I change
the colors of the text.
I launch the script by clicking
OK.

I get the picture with the
desired annotations.

Thanks to the platesolving,
the header of our file is updated. You can see it with the
Process / FITSHeader
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in our online store
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OBJECT : NGC 281
CAMERA : ATIK 460EX Mono
60 x 60s
FILTER : BAADER Ha 7nm
WITHOUT AUTOGUIDING
WITHOUT DOF

The picture is taken by a monochrome CCD camera with
a Ha filter. This is the Pacman
nebula or NGC281.
We will resume the treatment by following various
steps to «improve» our
image.
I open the photo on Pixinsight. It is very black, that’ s
normal, it was taken with a
HA filter...

I will lighten the photo in
linear with the process /
ScreenTransferFunction
I click on the icon:

I notice after stacking that
the borders of the photo
are irregular, sometimes too
dark... I will crop the photo
with the process / DynamicCrop
To apply the crop, just click
on:
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The sky background looks
pretty consistent and very
little gradient. I will just apply
the process / AutomaticBackgroundExtraction
I apply the default values
except «correction» :
«Subtraction».
I launch the process:

I get a sky background without any gradient.

Now, I will realize an important step, it’ the rise of histogram. The goal is to spread
the light in many shades to
reveal the weakest lights. For
this, we use our photo where
we will remove the light processed linearly.
We use the process / ScreenTransferFunction and I click
on :

Photo becomes completely
black again and it’s normal.

Before making the histogram
manually, I use the process /
AutoHistogram

In this window, I will just
indicate «Stretch me- thod» :
Logarithm Transfor- mation.
Then I launch the process:

The image is clearer but we
still see only stars... The purpose of this last process is to
facilitate the use of the curve
of the following histogram.

Now, we are going to mount
the histogram in order to
make all the elements of
the photo appear with the
process / HistogramTransformation
Of course, before using this
process, you have to deactivate the process / ScreenTransferFunction by clicking
on :

In the window HistogramTransformation, to view
the curve click on :
and to see the changes on
live :
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We will first move the black
slider (the one on the left)
towards the base of the
curve which will darken the
photo.
In the same way, we delicately bring the white cursor
(on the right) closer to the
base of the curve, which
brightens the photo...

The nebula appears in the
preview. To apply it to the
photo, drag this icon onto the
photo :

The process is well applied
on the photo. Our preview
window must be reset by
clicking on:

We will repeat this process to
spread the light.
We can do this step 2 or
more times until we get a
correct image...

I get a photo with a good
balance
and a wide histogram.

We can improve contrast
between the object and sky
background. For this, we use
the process / CurvesTransformation
To visualize the curve click
on:

and to see the changes live :

On the curve, we place a
point corresponding to the
black of the photo and a
white point corresponding to
the light area of the object.
Then we play on these 2
points to form an «S». Thus,
we darken the sky background and we lighten the
whites.
Be careful not to saturate the
white ...
We obtain a photo with a
better contrast.
We apply on the photo by
clicking on :
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We will slightly correct some
optical errors with the process / Deconvolution
To make this work, it’ necessary to create an average star
of our photo in order to correct the whole photo. We use
the process / DynamicPSF

Once the window is open,
I will click in my photo on
about twenty (or more) stars
well distributed without
choosing those that are close
to the edge.
In the table on the right, each
selected star will show its
specificities... If a star has a
non-standard FWHM, it must
be deleted by clicking on its
line and then pressing :

Once the selection is finished, we will create an average synthetic star.
To do this, click on:

And I get my reference PSF.
I can close the DynamicPSF
window.

I will open the process /
Deconvolution
Some points to realize:
- We click on «External PSF»
and load the PSF photo made
just before.
- In the case of this nebula, I
apply a very low «Iterations»
(2) for a softer effect.
- I check «Deringing» and I
push the slider a little
«Global dark» (here 0.20) to
remove artifacts.
I can start the process by
clicking on :

I get an image with more
round stars, more present
and detail in the nebula.
A last step (for this picture)
will be to denoise it. For this,
we use the process /
MultiscaleLinearTransform
The advantage of this process
is the possibility to mask the
nebula but to apply a stronger treatment on the background
the sky background while
protecting the stars.
To create the mask, we check
«Linear Mask» and «Preview
Mask» then we click on the
preview icon:
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For the mask and for this
precise photo, we intervene
on the slider «Amplification»
(here 1 in order to see in light
black the nebula and a white
sky background).
We add «Smoothness» (here
3) to avoid arte- facts and
especially to soften the transitions...

Once this is done, I uncheck
«Linear mask» and I see my
photo again in preview. I
close this preview window
and we obtain this screen.

I will indicate «Layers» : 7

«Detail layer» and «Noise
Reduction» must be checked.
Depending on the strength
of the smoothing, I start on
«Iterations» : 1
Depending on the desired result, I repeat process several
times by clicking:
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OBJECT : M66 Group

Photo by Sébastien Tiersoone
CAMERA : ASI 294MC
20 x 300s
FILTER : WITHOUT FILTER
WITH AUTOGUIDING
WITHOUT DOF

To obtain a very good final
photo, it’ s important to
select the best photos of the
shooting.
For this, I will make a first
visual selection with the PROCESS tool / Blink
This tool is a kind of photo
viewer... To select my pictures, I click on:

Once the photos are integrated, you can use the
arrows to manually check
if a photo contains satellite
tracks or a cloudy passage:

For a large number of photos, I can do an automatic
playback every half second
and launch the animation:

If I find a photo I don’t want
to keep, I can move it to another folder (for example
«trash can») by clicking on :

Here I see in visual some pictures upside down due to the
reversal of meridian...
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After a first visual selection,
it is possible to select the
photos in a more rational
way thanks to the Process /
SubframeSelector
You must add images to study by clicking on:

First, to measure our photos,
we choose :
Routine : Measure Subframes
Then, we must indicate some
information in «System Parameters» in the
«Subframe scale» that can
be calculated here: https://
astrofolio.com/sample- nageand-visual-field/
It is enough to enter the focal
length of the instrument
(mm) and the size of a pixel
(µm).
Then, you can launch the
process by clicking on:

After a few seconds of analysis (depending on the number of photos), we get a new
window with a graph...

In the table, I have the list
of my photos. In the graph
below, I have the FWHM
measurement of my photos.
Any lower and the stars will
be sharper and smaller.
This is where I select the
photo with the lowest FWHM
because it will serve as a
reference photo for the alignment...
Now, I will remove the photos where the FWHM is bad
and therefore where it is the
highest. (3 photos) To do this,
in the graph, just click on the
points (corresponding to the
photos) that I do not want to
keep in the processing. You
will notice that the dots turn
into crosses...
Finally, I can save the «good»
photos. I switch to Routine
mode: Output Subframes.
In the «Output Files» zone, I
indicate the directory where
my «good» photos will be
saved. Then, I validate by
clicking on :
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I’ll open my reference photo
on Pixinsight, one with a very
small FWHM. It appears very
black and it’s normal.

In order for my photo to be
visible, I will use the Process /
ScreenTransferFunction
This tool simply allows you
to view the photo without
modifying the pixels.

By clicking on the following
icon, I obtain a visible image
in black and white :

Now, the goal is to give back
color to our photos... For
this, I will use the Process /
Debayer

In this window, there are
some elements to change so
that the process works and
debayerise all our photos...

The sensor is a CMOS couleurs thus with a matrix of
type RGGB (2 times green).
For that, we modify «Bayer/
mosaic pattern» in «RGGB».

One will not debayer only
one photo but all the photos. For that, I click on «Add
Files» in «Target Images».

Finally, I will indicate an
output directory for these
scanned photos by adding
a prefix or suffix to the file
name (optional) in «Output
Files».
Then we can launch the process by clicking on:
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Now that the photos are all
in color, we can move on to
the alignment step.
For this, we will use the process/ StarAlignment
Some elements are to be
filled in as :
«Reference image» : this is
the reference image and the
best of your series of photos... (here photo 16).

«Target Images» : the set of
photos to align.

In the tab «Output Images»
you indicate the directory
where the photos will be
deposited after alignment.

There is no standard configuration because it depends on
the photo but you can «play»
on some settings to optimize
the but you can «play» with
some settings to optimize the
ali- gment.
«Detection scales : I keep the
value of 5.
«Noise scales» : I indicate a
value of 1. The more you increase it, the more the noise
pixels will not be considered
as stars.
«Hot pixel removal»: I set the
value to 1. I don’t set it to 0
because I don’t want a hot
pixel to be considered as a
star...
«Log sensitivity» : I indicate
-1.50. The lower the number,
the more I want to detect
small stars.

To run the process, I can click on :

«Descriptor type : Triangle
similarity. Useful for meridian
rotations.

Now, we are going to stack all
the aligned pictures to form
one!
I will use the process /
ImageIntegration
I will add my aligned photos
by clicking on «Add Files».
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I complete «Image Integration» tab:
Combination : Average
Normalization : Additive with
scaling
Generate integrated image
Evaluate noise Automatic
buffer sizes

I complete «Pixel Rejection
(1)» tab :
Rejection algorithm depends
on the number of photos:
- Sigma clipping» or «Averaged Sigma Clipping» for 10
or 20 photos (to test on your
photos)
- Winsorized Sigma Clipping» for more photos.
I check «Clip low pixels, clip
high pixels, clip low range,
Map range rejection»...
I complete the tab «Pixel
Rejection (2):
«Sigma low»: 5
«Sigma high»: 3
I start the stacking by clicking
on:

I will get 3 very dark pictures. I keep only the «Integration» photo. To better see
the result of the stacking of
photos, I will use the process
/ ScreenTransferFunction
and click on :

My photo appears well in
colors but with a strong
green dominance. This is not
good...

My picture is not well centered (bad framing) so I will
remove not only the borders
of my picture because they
are very dark.

To crop my picture, I will use
the process / DynamicCrop
Just draw the new rectangle
on the photo to crop the
image.

To apply the crop, just click
on:
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I will give my photo a more
natural color and in a linear way with the process /
ScreenTransferFunction and
click on :
then

I thus obtain an image with
weak colors.
NOTE : Not having Flats, we
notice a significant vignetting
and donuts.

To remove these optical
defects, I will still cropper the
photo unfortunately...

A slight gradient is present on
the photo, I will simply use
the process AutomaticBackgroundExtractor

Note : Le process / AutomaticBackgroundExtraction
corresponds more to a treatment with galaxies contrary
to the DBE. But sometimes
we use the 2 process...

The ABE window is quite
simple. A few points need to
be modified depending on
the photo:
«Correction» : Substraction
I check «Normalize» and «Replace target image».
I launch the process by
clicking on :

Thanks to the process, I
obtain a perfectly homogeneous sky background.
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Now I’m going to make the
sky background more neutral, meaning as close as
possible to a neutral gray. For
this,
we automatically equalize
the color curves.
We use the process / ColorCalibration / BackgroundNeutralization
Two important points to specify in this window:
- «Reference image» corresponds to a «preview» of
your sky background in the
photo. To do this, we create
a «preview», we look for the
darkest part of the sky background in our photo...
To create a «preview», click
on this icon :

Then, we indicate it in «Reference image».
Next, set the «Upper limit»
value. With the mouse pointer, we point to a dark area
of the sky background and
read the highest value at the
bottom of the program... We
will then take the value higher than the maximum read
which is 0.09
We apply this process by
clicking on:

Resulting image is very dark
or colored. Just click in the
process / ScreenTransferFunction on icon:
then
The difference is small but
real. Our sky background is
more neutral on average.

After having made the sky
background neutral, we will
calibrate the colors of the
photo. For this we use the
process / ColorCalibration /
ColorCalibration

For the color calibration to be
carried out, you must indicate 2 reference images to
Pixinsight.
White reference :
«Reference image» is a preview of a dark area of the sky
background using the icon:

Background Reference :
«Reference image» is a preview of a
«preview of a bright colored
area of a galaxy or nebula
using icon:

I also check «Structure Detection».
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On the image opposite, you
can clearly see the 2 «previews»:
- Preview 1 : Dark area of the
sky
- Preview 2» : Clear area of a
galaxy
We launch the process by
clicking on the icon :

The result is an almost black
photo. On the process /
ScreenTransferFunction,
click on :
then
We obtain a fairly balanced
image.

We will deactivate the process ScreenTransferFunction
by clicking on :

Before making a manual
histogram, I use the process /
AutoHistogram

In this window, I will just
indicate «Stretch method» :
Logarithm Transformation.
Then I launch the process :

I obtain an image with a
weak visualization of my
object. I am done with this
process.

I’ll make a manual histogram
increase with the process /
HistogramTransformation
Thanks to the previous
process, I get a well readable
graphic that is not stuck on
the left. Thus, it is easier to
manage the black color.
To see the curve, I click on:
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The principle is quite simple.
I will take the black cursor
and position it at the base of
my left side curve.
With the grey tones slider
(the middle one), I will also
bring it close to the base of
the curve on the right side
(without getting too close to
it however).
Then I launch the process:

I obtain a clearer image with
many shades. The graphic is
also more ample.

Here, I repeat this operation
only once.
It remains at the discretion
of each but the object should
not be too bright or sky background ...
To do this, I set the previous
settings to 0 by clicking on :

Now we will show details in
the very white areas of the
galaxies.
To do this, we will create
a mask with the process /
RangeSelection

By default, «Invert» is
checked. We progressively
increase «Upper limit» to see
only galaxies. Similarly, we
increase «Smoothness» to
make the stars disappear and
soften the transitions.
This image is obtained by
clicking on:

This image will become our
mask: the white will be modified and the black protected.

We drag the mask tab below
the tab of our photo.
The mask is red.
To make it invisible but active, we select in the menu
Mask / Show Mask
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To provide more details, we
use the process / RangeSelection
I indicate in this case :
«Number of layers : 6
«Number of iterations : 1
I check especially «Deringing» I launch the process :

Image shows a lot of details.

Let’s enjoy the mask on the
galaxies... We are going to
sharpen again galaxies by
using the process / UnsharpMask
The photo being slightly
noisy, I will increase the «StdDev» to a value of 0.90.
We apply by clicking on:

Similarly, we will saturate the
color to make it stand out
better...
We’ll open the process /
ColorSaturation

In this window, you can:
- either saturate all the colors by raising the color bar
(select the point on the left
of the line and raise it so that
the whole line rises).
- or place points on the line
by clicking on them where
you want to saturate specific
colors (here brown and blue).
Then you have to move up
the targeted points.

To start the process, click on
the icon:

We repeat the operation
several times as much as we
want and always watching
that the color does not saturate and that the image is as
natural as possible...
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We will soften the background of the sky. To do this,
we will reverse the mask (it
was applied on the galaxies)
by Mask / Invert Mask
In red, the galaxies are protected.
We make the layer invisible
by Mask / Show Mask

To clear the sky background,
we use the Process / MultiscaleLinearTransform
Some information:
«Layers» : 6
«Noise Reduction» : to be
checked and I apply the default value for each layer
We apply by clicking :

I obtain a sky background
with very little noise.

The picture is quite good. To
further improve it, we will
calibrate the color by photometry. For this, we use the
process / PhotometricColorCalibration
This tool is powerful because
it will correct our colorimetry
errors on the photo.
For this, some fields to fill in:
- The coordinates of the
image to be filled manually
with the site astrometry.net
or automatically by clicking
on «Search Coordinates».
- The focal length (in mm)
and pixel size of the sensor
(in µm)
- Check «Force plate solving».
Start the process by clicking
on:

We obtain a series of graphs
on the colorimetric modifications...
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We obtain a photo with
calibrated colors for the
galaxies and a darker sky
background.

OBJECT : Iris Nebula - NGC 7023
Pre-processing & processing
CAMERA : ATIK 460EX 40 x 180s

FILTRE : IDAS NBZ (filter not adapted to this target)
WITH AUTOGUIDING
WITH DARK, FLAT and DARK FLAT

CASE STUDY: BLACK AND WHITE PHOTO WITH DARK and FLATS, DF
In order to get a very good
final photo, it’ s important to
select the best photos of the
shooting.
For this, I will make a first
visual selection with the tool
PROCESS / Blink
This tool is a kind of photo
viewer... To select my photos,
I click on :

Once photos are integrated,
you can use the arrows to
manually check if a photo
contains satellite tracks or a
cloudy passage :

For a large number of photos, I can do an automatic
playback every half second
and launch animation:

If I find a photo which I do
not want to keep, I can move
it to another folder (for example «trash») by clicking on:

SELECT THE BEST PHOTOS
After a first visual selection,
it’ s possible to select the
pictures in a more rational
way thanks to the Process /
SubframeSelector
You must add the images to
be studied by clicking on :

Firstly, to measure our photos, we choose :
Routine : Measure Subframes
Then, we must indicate some
information in «System Parameters» in the
«Subframe scale» that can
be calculated here: https://
astrofolio.com/sample- nageand-visual-field/
Just enter the focal length of
the instrument (mm) and the
size of a pixel (µm).
Then, you can launch the
process by clicking on:
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After a few seconds of analysis (depending on the number of photos), we get a new
window with a graph...

In the table, I have the list of
my photos. In the graph below, I have the FWHM measurement of my photos. The
lower it is, the sharper and
smaller the stars will be.
This is where I select the
photo with the lowest FWHM
because it will serve as a
reference photo for the alignment... (Here it is photo 6).
Now, I will delete the photos where the FWHM is bad
and therefore where it is the
highest.
To do this, in the graph, just
click on the points (corresponding to the photos)
that I do not want to keep
in the processing. You will
notice that the dots turn into
crosses...

Finally, I can save the «good»
photos. I switch to Routine
mode: Output Subframes.
In the «Output Files» zone, I
indicate the directory where
my «good» photos will be
saved. Then, I validate by
clicking on :

PREPROCESSING: CREATE YOUR DARK MASTER
Our photos were made in
180s of pose. This created
some noise. It’ easy to see on
a photo, you see saturated
white dots. To avoid this
thermal noise, I made darks.
Here, I made about ten of
them.

We will create a Master Dark
from all the Darks.
For this, we will use the Process / ImageIntegration

We add the Darks files by
clicking on «Add Files».
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It’s important to fill in the criteria as shown on the right in
order to get the best possible
Dark.

Click on this icon to start the
process:

We obtain 4 dark images.
We will keep only the photo
entitled «integration».
We save this file with the
name «MasterDark».
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PREPROCESSING : CREATE YOUR MASTER DARK
To properly calibrate the
Flats, we need Dark Flats.
Here we will compile the
Dark Flats (20 photos) with
the Process / ImageIntegration
We add the Darks Flats files
by clicking on «Add Files».

Check carefully parameters
in «Image Integration» and
«Pixel Rejection 1».

We click on this icon to start
the process:

We obtain 4 dark images.
We will keep only the photo
entitled «integration».
We save this file with the
name «MasterDarkFlat».

PREPROCESSING : CALIBRATE THE FLATS
We will calibrate our Flats
with the MasterDarkFlat and
MasterOffset.
We will use the Process
/ ImageCalibration

For that, we add our Flats by
clicking on «Add Files».

We create a directory with
the name «CalibratedFlats»
where the calibrated Flats
will be.

We will indicate where our
«MasterOffset» file is located.
We will also indicate where
our «Mas- terDarkFlat» file is
located.
Check the parameters as
shown in the picture.
We click on this icon to
launch the process:

We thus obtain a directory
with all our calibrated flats...
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PREPROCESSING : CREATE YOUR MASTER FLAT
We will create the Master Flat from the Flats files
calibrated with the Process /
ImageIntegration
We add files from the directory with the calibrated flats
by clicking on «Add Files».

Check the parameters in
«Image Integration» and
«Pixel Rejection 1».

Click on this icon to start the
process

We obtain 4 dark images.
We will keep only the photo
entitled «integration».
We save this file with the
name «MasterFlat».

PREPROCESSING : CALIBRATE THE LIGHTS
We will calibrate our Lights
images.
We will use the Process Process / ImageCalibration

To do this, we add our Lights
by clicking on «Add Files».

We create a directory with
the name «CalibratedLights»
where the calibrated Lights
will be located.

We will indicate where our
«MasterDark» file is located.
Check the parameters as
shown in the image.
We also indicate our «MasterFlat» file.

Click on this icon to start the
process:

We obtain a directory with all
our calibrated Lights...
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PREPROCESSING : LINE UP THE LIGHTS
We will now align our Lights
with the Process / StarAlignment
We choose a calibrated Light
with a FWHM as low as possible: «Reference image».
We check the other parameters.

We add all the files in the
directory containing the
calibrated
calibrated Lights by clicking
on «Add Files».

In the parameter «Output
directory», we will create a
directory «AlignedLights»
where the aligned photos will
be.

In the parameter «Description type», I select
«Triangles».
We click on this icon to
launch the process:

We obtain in the directory all
our photos well aligned...

PREPROCESSING : CREATE MASTER LIGHT
Now that our images are
aligned with each other, we
need to stack all the photos.
We will use the Process
/ ImageIntegration

For that, we add our aligned
Lights by clicking on «Add
Files».

In «Image Integration», we
select the right fields.
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In «Pixel Rejection (1)», select the right fields.

In «Large-Scale Pixel Rejection», select the right fields.
Click on this icon to start the
process:

We obtain 4 images.

You must absolutely save the
«Integration» image because
it’ s on this one that we will
work on treatment.

PROCESSING
The picture is taken by a
monochrome CCD camera
with an Idas NBZ filter (not
the idezl for this target). This
is the Iris nebula.
We will resume the processing by following various
steps to «improve» our
image.
I open the photo on Pixinsight. It is very black, this is
normal ...
I will lighten the photo in
linear with the process /
ScreenTransferFunction
I click on the icon :

I notice after the stacking
that the image is quite homogeneous. A slight darker
border is revealed on the
left... I will crop the photo
with the process / DynamicCrop
I uncrop the photo with the
mouse... Then, I apply the
crop by clicking on:
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The sky background looks
pretty consistent and very
little gradient. I will just apply
the process / AutomaticBackgroundExtraction
I apply the default values
except «correction» :
«Subtraction».
I launch the process :

I get a sky background without any gradient.

Now, I’m going to realize
an important step, it’s the
histogram rise. The goal is
to spread the light in many
shades to reveal the weakest
lights. For this, we use our
photo where we will remove
the light processed linearly.
We use the process /
ScreenTransferFunction
where we click on:

Photo becomes completely
black again and it’s normal.

Before making the histogram
manually, I use the process /
AutoHistogram

In this window, I will just
indicate «Stretch method» :
Logarithm Transformation.
Then I launch the process

The image is clearer but we
still see only stars... The purpose of this last process is to
facilitate the use of the curve
of the following histogram.

Now, we are going to mount
the histogram in order to
make all the elements of
the photo appear with the
process / HistogramTransformation
Obviously, before using this
process, you must deactivate
process / ScreenTransferFunction by clicking on :

In the HistogramTransformation, window, to view the
curve we click on :
and to see the modifications
live:
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We will first move the black
cursor (the one on the left)
towards the base of the
curve, which darkens the
photo.
In the same way, we delicately bring the white cursor
(on the right) closer to the
base of the curve, which
brightens the photo...

The nebula appears on the
preview. To apply it to the
photo, drag this icon onto the
photo:

The process is well applied
on the photo. Our preview
window should be reset by
clicking on:

We will repeat this process to
spread the light.
We can do this step 2 or
more times until we get a
correct image...

I obtain a photo with a good
balance and a wide histogram.

We can improve the contrast
between the object and the
sky background. For this,
we use the process / CurvesTransformation
To view the curve click on :

and to see the changes live :

On the curve, we place a
point corresponding to the
black area of the photo and a
white point corresponding to
the light area of the object.
Then we play on these 2
points to form an «S». Thus,
we darken the background
of the sky and we lighten the
whites.
Be careful not to saturate the
white...
We obtain a photo with a
better contrast.
We apply on the photo by
clicking on
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We will slightly correct optical errors with the process /
Deconvolution
In order for this to work,
it’ necessary to create an
average star of our photo in
order to correct the whole
photo. We use the process/
DynamicPSF

Once the window is open,
I will click in my photo on
about twenty (or more) stars
well distributed without
choosing those that are close
to the edge.
In the table on the right, each
selected star will show its
specificities... If a star has a
non-standard FWHM, it must
be deleted by clicking on its
line and then pressing:

Once the selection is finished, we will create an average synthetic star.
To do this, click on:

And I get my reference PSF.
I can close the DynamicPSF
window.

I will open the process / Deconvolution
Some points to realize:
- We click on «External PSF»
and load the PSF photo made
just before.
- In the case of this nebula,
I apply a very low «Iterations» (2) for a softer effect.
- I check «Deringing» and I
push the slider a little
«Global dark» (here 0.20) to
remove artifacts.
I can start the process by
clicking on :

I obtain an image with more
round stars, more present
and detail in the nebula.

We will enhance the details
of the nebula with the process / UnsharpMask
We test the effect by leaving
the «StdDev» level low, with
an «Amount» of 0.50.
We apply the effect by
clicking on:

You get a more detailed
image. It is not necessary to
force...
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Now, we will denoise the
picture. For this, we will first
isolate the nebula and stars.
The purpose is to remove
mainly the sky background.
We will duplicate the photo
in Image / Duplicate

On the duplicated photo, we
will use the process / ACDNR
In the «Lightness Mask»
section, check «Preview» and
click on:

We move slightly the sliders
to obtain a nebula and dark
stars but a clear sky background.
This white image will serve as
a mask.
I validate the white picture by
clicking on:

We will place our mask on
our photo, just drag the mask
tab below the tab of our
photo.
The red areas are the areas
that will not be treated.
We can make this mask invisible in Mask / Show Mask

Now we can reduce the noise
with the Process / TGVDenoise
The strength of denoising is
increased with «Strength».
The same goes for «Smoothness».
For a soft and step by step
treatment, I advise to set an
«Iterations» of 50.

Repeat the process until you
are satisfied with the image.
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OBJECT : Iris Nebula

NGC 7023
Fast preprocessing : Weighted Batch Preprocessing
CAMERA : ATIK 460EX 40 x 180s
FILTER : IDAS NBZ (filter not adapted to this target)
WITH AUTOGUIDING
WITH OFFSET, DARK, FLAT and DARK FLAT
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CASE STUDY: BLACK AND WHITE PHOTO WITH DOF, Dark Flats
AUTOMATIC PRE-PROCESSING: Weighted Batch Preprocessing
To save time, it’ s sometimes
useful to use an automatic
process after selecting the
best photos.
best photos. Let’s take a
closer look at the Script /
Weighted Batch Preprocessing

On the right side of the
screen, it is useful to check
different parameters like:
«CFA images»: to be clicked if
you have made color photos
«Save frame groups on exit»
Check this box to save the
files/directories at the next
process opening.
«Auto-detect best reference
frame»: check this box so
that the script selects the
best FWHM / Eccentricity
ratio for the display
«Output Directory» : Indicate
the directory where you will
find the result of this script
on your pictures.

The OFFSETs
We will first add the offsets
by clicking on the «Bias» tab
We must add the images to
be processed by clicking on
«Add Bias».

«Combination» : Average
« Rejection» : Linear Fit Clipping

Les DARKs
We will now add the darks by
clicking on the «Darks» tab.
We must add the images to
be processed by clicking on
«Add Darks».

«Combination» : Average
« Rejection» : Linear Fit Clipping
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The FLATs
We will now add the flats by
clicking on the «Flats» tab.
We must add the images to
be processed by clicking on
«Add Flats».

«Combination» : Average
« Rejection» : Linear Fit Clipping
WARNING: do not forget to
check the box «Calibrate with
flat darks» because in the
next step we will add Dark
Flats...

DARK FLATs
To calibrate our flats correctly, we made darks of flats... In
other words, they are darks.
To add them, we click on the
tab «Darks» and we add the
darks by clicking on:

Pixinsight will automatically
recognize the presence of
Dark Flats thanks to the time
indicated «0.00s».

LIGHTs
Nous allons ajouter les lights
by clicking on the tab
«Lights» tab.
You have to add the images
to be processed by clicking
on «Add Lights».

WARNING : If the pictures
were in color, I should have
selected the corresponding
Bayer matrix.

Let’s see in each sub-section
what to choose...
«Cosmetic Correction»: we
check «Apply». As there is
nothing in the drop-down
menu, you have to close
the window completely by
clicking on «Exit». Don’t
worry, everything is automatically saved...
We will open the process /
CosmeticCorrection and we
will check only «Hot Sig- ma»
in order to eliminate the hot
pixels of the lights.

We drag the icon (in triangle)
out of the Cosmetic Correction window : «Process01».
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Now we go back to the Script
/ Weighted Batch Preprocessing
We select in the drop-down
menu our process...

In the part «DeBayer», it remains inactive because they
are monochrome photos.
.

In the part «Subframe Weighting», I select
«Generate subframe
weights». This allows the
quality control of the photos,
including the roundness of
the stars...
In the sub-parameters, I indicate my object type. Here, I
choose «Nebula».

In the part «Image Re- gistration», I select «Apply», which
will allow an optimal alignment of the photos...

For the part «Image Integration», For the part «Apply».

In the subheading, I indicate
for «Rejection algorithm» :
Linear Fit Clipping.

We have filled in all the parameters.
Before launching the treatment, we click on «Diagnosis» to check if everything is
OK...
We validate and let Pixinsight work...
Then, we open the output
directory of the files...
We open the directory «master» and we click on the file
file «masterLight».

There are 4 dark images that
open. Just keep the one with
the name «integration».
This is the photo that will be
processed at the cosmetic
level...
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OBJET : Pickering Triangle NGC 6979
Hubble processing and colors

CAMERA : ATIK HORIZON 2 40 x 180s
FILTER : IDAS NBZ
WITH AUTOGUIDING
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CASE STUDY : NEBULA TREATMENT + HUBBLE COLORS
In this example, we will quickly process a nebula taken
by a color camera. Then, we
will convert the color into a
«Hubble color» version.
We open the photo from the
preprocessing. It is very dark.
This is normal.

I will click on this icon to
show the contents of the
photo using the Process /
ScreenTransferFunction

I get a green image (or other
dominant color).

First, we’ll crop the photo
with the process / DynamicCrop
Just draw the new rectangle
on the photo to crop the
image.
To apply the crop, just click
on:

The sky background more
neutral, i.e. as close as possible to a neutral gray. To do
this, we automatically equalize the color curves.
We use process / Color- Calibration / BackgroundNeutralization
We leave all the parameters
by default.

We obtain a black image

Just click on this icon to find
a fairly natural color of the
photo:
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On my picture, I can see very
well a gradient on the sky
background. This is due to
the fact that the photo was
taken under a full moon...
To remove the gradient as
much as possible, in this case
I use the process / DynamicBackgroundExtraction

I will click in the center of
the photo and indicate these
parameters:
«Tolerance»: 1
«Samples per row»: 10
Then I click on «Generate».

I get small squares on the
photo, spaced out in a rather
regular way.

For each small square, I will
click on it and check that
there is not a star in it. If
there is, you have to move
this square to a place in the
sky where there are no stars,
because it will
stars, because this would distort the process of removing
the gradient

If necessary, you can add
squares by clicking in dark
areas of the photo. And on
the contrary, you can remove
squares placed on the nebula.
Then we indicate the parameters opposite.

We click on:

We obtain a black image that
we close, it’ s the gradient
removed.
But we keep our new photo
with a strongly attenuated
gradient.

After having made the sky
background neutral, we will
calibrate the colors of the
photo. For this we use the
process/ ColorCalibration /
ColorCalibration
For the color calibration to be
carried out, you must indicate 2 reference images to
Pixinsight.
White reference :
«Reference image» is a preview of a clear
«preview of a clear area of
the nebula using the icon:

Background Reference :
«Reference image» is a
«preview» of a dark area of
the sky background using the
icon :

Je coche également «Structure Detection».

- Background Reference :
- «Reference image» is a
«preview» of a dark area of
the sky background using the
icon :

Start the process by clicking
on the icon:

On the picture on the right,
you can see the interest of
the process ColorCalibration
to get a better color balance.

The photo shows a slight
green dominance. To remove
it, we use the Pro- cess /
SNCR
We keep the default settings
and apply it to our photo by
clicking on:
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We will soften the photo by
reducing the noise. For this
we use the process / Co- lorCalibration / ACDNR

You can’t pull the sliders too
hard. They should be set
fairly low, especially the
low, especially those opposite.
Always protect the bright
areas (nebula and especially the stars) with the
«Threshold» parameter.

We launch the process by
clicking on the icon

We get a softer image...

We will highlight the nebula
to draw the sliders. To avoid
saturating the stars, we will
create a mask of stars using
the Process / Starnet
This process works only in
nonlinear mode so we must
convert our photo in nonlinear mode...
For that, we open 2 processes: HistogramTransformation et ScreenTransferFunction

We will drag the «triangle»
to the bottom of the HistogramTransformation process
window.
The diagram is no longer
linear.
In the Process / HistogramTransformation , we
apply the non-linear by
clicking on:

The image becomes completely white. In the process
ScreenTransferFunction ,
click on:
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Now that our image is
stretched, we can make the
star mask with the Process /
StarNet
Start the process by clicking
on:

We will obtain 2 images, one
with the nebula alone, the
other with the stars alone.
Let’s leave aside the star
mask for a moment...

In this case, I will darken the
sky background with the
Process / HistogramTransformation
Just move the cursors under
the graph...

In my case, I wish to obtain a
photo of type
«Hubble», that is to say with
a red a little coppery ...
For this, we will separate the
photo into 3 colors. We will
use the Process / ChannelExtraction
We don’t touch the para-meters and we launch the
process.

I obtain 3 photos in gray scale
corresponding to the 3 colors: red, green and blue.
I close the photo corresponding to the blue.

I will create a new blue color
from the red and green.
To do this, I will use the Process / PixelMath
In «Expression Editor», I will
write that we want the blue
color to be a mixture of 60%
red and 40% green, the formula: 0.6*R+0.4*G
I check the box «Create new
image» and I can give it a
name...
I launch the process and I get
my «blue» layer.
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We thus obtain our 3 colors.

Now we will do the opposite,
meaning to combine the colors to create a color photo.
We will use the Process /
HistogramTransformation

I indicate the information:
L: red layer
R: red layer
G: blue layer
B: green layer
I don’t forget to check the
box «Chrominance Noise
Reduction».
I launch the Process by
clicking on:

So I get my color photo with
this copper red.

To adjust the photo, brighter colors, darker sky background, I use the Process /
HistogramTransformation by
playing with the sliders.

I will saturate the colors a
little to see the copper and
blue better... with the Process
/ ColorSaturation
To see the result in real time,
we click on:

We are going to raise the horizontal line, with the mouse,
in order to slightly saturate
the colors...
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It’ s quite possible to increase
mainly the blue color by
clicking on the horizontal line
at the blue level. Then, you
have to raise the curve...
Here it’ still possible to work
on the nebula...

Now we will reopen the window with our star mask...

Before adding our stars to
our photo, let’s take the
opportunity to make a slight
reduction. To do this, we use
the Process / MorphologicalTransformation
«Operator» : Erosion (minimum)
Start the process by clicking
on:

Here, our stars are smaller
and thinner.
it only remains to put the
stars on our photo with the
Process / PixelMath

The formula is simple since
we add our image + the star
mask.
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